
After the Third Edition of Robert L. Haig’s Business and Commercial Litigation 

in Federal Courts treatise added thirty-four new chapters on topics like internal 

investigations, consumer protection and money laundering to the series, it seemed 

there was not much subject matter left to cover in future editions.  But Haig has 

outdone himself again – adding twenty-five new chapters to the Fourth Edition of 

Business and Commercial Litigation in Federal Courts.  Now spanning fourteen 

volumes, the Fourth Edition, published in 2016, covers a wide range of new topics, 

from civil justice reform to declaratory judgments, regulatory litigation to fashion 

and retail.
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The Fourth Edition is truly timely, addressing the needs of a commercial litigator in 

an ever-changing, modern world.  Reflecting the rapid shift toward a global economy, 

the Fourth Edition includes more coverage on international topics – international 

trade and cross-border litigation.  For example, Chapter 22 on cross-border litigation 

discusses forum selection considerations, including the various advantages and 

disadvantages of litigating in venues like London, Paris, Hong King, Singapore and 

Switzerland, and provides guidance on managing discovery before foreign courts 

and collecting foreign evidence.  Chapter 136 on international trade examines the 

intricate nature of practice before the U.S. Department of Commerce, the International 

Trade Commission, and the U.S. Court of International Trade, in addition to covering 

potential state and federal law claims that may be asserted for international 

trade violations.  Both Chapter 22 on cross-border litigation and Chapter 136 on 

international trade perfectly supplement related topics from the Third Edition, such 

as international arbitration, and topics such as immigration, from previous editions.

Reflecting the growing importance and prevalence of social media in the commercial 

litigator’s practice, the Fourth Edition adds a chapter on social media, complementing 

its established chapters on document discovery, discovery strategy and privileges, 

evidence and jury selection.

In addition to its coverage of new and relevant topics facing the modern commercial 

litigator, the Fourth Edition also adds foundational topics relevant to young and well-

seasoned commercial litigators alike, such as marketing to potential business clients 

and teaching litigation skills. Chapter 70, “Marketing to Potential Business Clients,” 

contains critical insights for young commercial litigators, as it provides practical 

guidance on visibility strategies and methods of communication in marketing – 

subjects that are not covered by most law schools. On the other hand, Chapter 71, 

“Teaching Litigation Skills,” discusses how seasoned commercial litigators can better 

coach, influence and mold young litigators in areas like oral and written advocacy, 

fact gathering and factual mastery, emotional intelligence, and credibility.

Importantly, what has not changed through the various editions of Business and 

Commercial Litigation in Federal Courts is Haig’s ample, yet streamlined coverage 

of both essential and weighty topics, and provision of practice aids, practical advice 



and strategic considerations on each topic. For example, volumes four and five of the 

treatise, which cover trial practice, can still be used as a refresher on discrete topics 

for an experienced litigator’s upcoming trial, or as a trial guide for a new litigator’s 

first trial.

Ultimately, with the Fourth Edition of Business and Commercial Litigation in Federal 

Courts, commercial litigators have a truly comprehensive guide to practice in Federal 

Court, and an indispensable tool for winning cases – making it the perfect addition to 

any library.
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